
Dorsey Hall, a 1910s-constructed building including classrooms, a 
gymnasium, chapel and meeting rooms, was in need of foundation 
waterproofing, mechanical systems replacement and finish and amenity 
updates to meet the functional space needs of Columbia College.  
Columbia College sought to transform the gym, chapel and meeting 
rooms into event spaces that could better serve events, from weddings 
to lectures to musical recitals to new student orientation, yet honor the 
historic nature of the building.  

The renovation project started with exterior below-grade waterproofing 
of the existing limestone foundation, which ties into the adjacent historic 
St. Clair Hall and the modern Atkins-Holman Student Commons. The 
historic Dorsey Gym space featured an existing mezzanine level walking 
track above a hardwood gym floor. The focal point of the gymnasium 
space centered around a new grand staircase with historically detailed 
woodworking between the gym floor and the walking track that serves 
as the backdrop the guest lecturers. The renovation of the space included 
partial reuse of the original hardwood flooring on the mezzanine wall, 
new flooring, wall, and ceiling finishes throughout, new restrooms and 
services spaces for catered events, acoustic wall treatments, lighting to 
accommodate the various uses of the space, a sound isolation ceiling that 
separated the gym from the musical performances above yet kept intact 
the original exposed architectural steel trusses and the integration of 
modern heating and cooling and audio visual systems.

Similar details were carried into adjacent corridors and upstairs to the 
renovation of the historic Dorsey Chapel and Jane Froman Studio. Finishes, 
lighting, and HVAC and AV updates were integrated with historic window 
details and grand wood pocket doors to allow the spaces to function 
together. The Jane Froman studio features an integrated display wall and 
case featuring the actress’ early history at Columbia College.

The renovations to Dorsey Hall are the first phases of the overall 
plan to renovate the building’s main collegiate gothic exterior entry 
and grand stair, public corridors, and lower 
level classrooms spaces to be converted 
into the College’s historic archives display.

Columbia College
Dorsey Hall Gymnasium Renovation

LOCATION
Columbia, Missouri
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COMPLETION DATE
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CONSTRUCTION COST
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